ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: Adherence to specialty and nonspecialty medications is often calculated using pharmacy claims data. However, specialty medication regimens are complex and may require periods of intentional gaps in therapy. Common adherence calculations are insufficient in identifying reasons for gaps in therapy. Because adherence reporting is a growing measure of quality care for specialty pharmacy accreditation and payer and manufacturer contracts, a better understanding of the rates and reasons for nonadherence within a specialty population is needed.

OBJECTIVE: To identify rates and reasons for misidentified and true nonadherence in patients who are prescribed specialty medications.

METHODS: A single center, retrospective cohort study was conducted using pharmacy claims data between March 2017 and February 2018. Medication adherence was calculated using proportion of days covered (PDC). Electronic medical records of a random 10% sample of nonadherent patients (PDC < 80%) were manually reviewed to identify reasons for nonadherence. Patients were then classified as either (a) misidentified as nonadherent (i.e., a provider-directed discontinuation or disruption of treatment that varies from the prescribed administration schedule or transfer of the prescription to an external pharmacy) or (b) truly nonadherent (discontinuation or disruption of treatment that varies from the prescribed administration instruction that is not directed or recommended by the provider or health care team).

RESULTS: Of the 7,488 included prescription records from 18 specialty areas, 1,059 met criteria for nonadherence. 105 prescription records (representing 105 unique patients) were manually reviewed; most of these patients (58%) were truly nonadherent, driven by inability to contact patients for refills (59%). However, 40% were misidentified as nonadherent, most due to provider-directed medication holding (69%). Two percent of patients were nonadherent for unknown reasons.

CONCLUSIONS: Many patients classified as nonadherent based on pharmacy claims experienced gaps in therapy due to medically appropriate reasons. Methods to better measure and identify true nonadherence are needed to efficiently and adequately affect specialty medication adherence behavior.
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What is already known about this subject

• Nonadherence to prescribed medication is associated with poor clinical outcomes, progression of disease, and an economic burden in health care costs.
• A growing number of adherence metrics are being used in practice for contracting and accreditation, with financial implications for pharmacies that do not meet adherence thresholds.
• Several calculations exist to assess adherence using pharmacy claims, but current calculations are insufficient in recognizing medically appropriate reasons for gaps in therapy.

What this study adds

• Analyzing 7,488 prescriptions, this study is the first to provide rates of adherence across several specialty clinics.
• This study provides needed insight on rates and reasons of misidentified nonadherence and true nonadherence in specialty medication therapy, using data collected from medical and pharmacy records of 105 patients deemed nonadherent based on the commonly used proportion of days covered calculation.
• Study findings demonstrate that relying on pharmacy claims calculations may inadequately portray true adherence behavior and is ineffective and unrealistic for certain specialty disease states.

Adherence to specialty medication is crucial for managing specialty diseases. The rate of medication nonadherence in a population of patients with a variety of specialty diseases has not been reported. However, more than half of patients prescribed nonspecialty medications for chronic conditions are nonadherent.5,6 The high costs of specialty medications, some exceeding $100,000 per year, emphasize the importance of adherence to ameliorate medical costs in these conditions.4 Specialty pharmacy models aim to optimize use of specialty medications and ensure patient adherence, resulting in the anticipated clinical benefit of these expensive treatments.7 Previous research shows higher adherence rates in patients using a specialty pharmacy compared with a retail pharmacy.3 Specialty pharmacies must be vigilant in efforts to improve adherence by identifying true gaps in therapy and designing appropriate interventions to address these gaps. In doing so, specialty pharmacies will be able to better manage pharmacy costs and patient safety and outcomes.
As the field of specialty pharmacy continues to grow in the United States, published rates of adherence within specific specialty diseases are emerging, ranging from 44%-61% in pulmonary arterial hypertension and 54%-94% in multiple sclerosis to 89.3% in oncology.\(^5\)\(^\text{-}\)\(^9\) Benchmarks for adherence in certain specialty diseases (rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis, and human immunodeficiency virus [HIV]) have been endorsed by a number of organizations including the Pharmacy Quality Alliance.\(^10\) Specialty pharmacies rely on such benchmarks to achieve accreditation,\(^11\)\(^\text{-}\)\(^12\) avoid reimbursement fees, and meet contracting requirements for payers, pharmacy benefits managers, and manufacturers, but current adherence calculations rely solely on pharmacy claims data. Sometimes patients discontinue or temporarily stop treatment for medically warranted reasons as advised by their health care team (i.e., misidentification of nonadherence); other times patients discontinue for reasons not directed by a health care provider (i.e., true nonadherence). Yet, methodology using claims data cannot distinguish these reasons for nonadherence because it does not recognize appropriate reasons for disruptions in therapy, creating the potential to inflate rates of nonadherence.

The negative effect of nonadherence on patient outcomes, pharmacies, and the health system calls for a better understanding of reasons for gaps in therapy, as well as calculations that better capture true nonadherence. Varying and complicated reasons for nonadherence to specialty medications must be further understood before effective interventions can be implemented.\(^13\)\(^\text{-}\)\(^14\) The purpose of this study was to identify rates and reasons for misidentified and true nonadherence in a diverse specialty patient population.

### Methods

#### Setting, Patient Population, and Data Source

We performed a single-center, retrospective cohort study of patients filling 3 or more specialty prescriptions from Vanderbilt Specialty Pharmacy from March 1, 2017, to February 28, 2018. Vanderbilt Specialty Pharmacy, a health-system integrated specialty pharmacy, fills more than 5,000 prescriptions per month. Clinical pharmacists are embedded in specialty clinics with other members of the health care team, supporting patients and providers by ensuring appropriate use of and access to specialty medications. Data from the pharmacy dispensing system, EnterpriseRX, was collected and included adjudication date, days supply, product, and clinic assignment. This study received approval from the Vanderbilt University Institutional Review Board.

#### Proportion of Days Covered Methodology

Medication adherence was measured using the proportion of days covered (PDC) calculation along with Structured Query Language, which evaluated patient gaps in therapy versus overlapping days of medication coverage during the study period. Analytic functions were used to find the first fill date and last fill date of the medication for each unique patient and specialty product, allowing for the calculation of time between fills and the carry over supply at the beginning and end of each instance.

Gaps in patient therapy were determined after comparing the time between fills and the next fill date after any carryover present on the preceding fill. A gap in therapy could only be filled by a previous overlap. Overlapping days or excess days in therapy were not allowed to backfill previous gap days in order to accurately capture the amount of days a patient was not covered during the study time period.

Next, the remaining gap days were subtracted from the patient’s time between fills and then compiled as the total days covered for that patient’s therapy. Enrollment days were then calculated as the days remaining when the first fill date is subtracted from the last day of the reporting period. Final PDC was then determined at the patient and medication level by the total days covered divided by the enrollment period and multiplied by 100 to format value as a percentage.

#### Adherence Calculation

Patients were classified as nonadherent if their PDCs were less than 80%. This threshold was selected because the Pharmacy Quality Alliance has suggested that the benchmark for adherence, a PDC of 80%, is a threshold above which medications for many chronic disease states, including rheumatoid arthritis and multiple sclerosis, have a reasonable likelihood of achieving clinical benefit. Previous researchers have also used 80% as the threshold for adherence.\(^15\)\(^\text{-}\)\(^16\) Rates of nonadherence by clinic were calculated by dividing the number of nonadherent patients by the total included population. The RANDOM function in Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA) was used to select a 10% sample of nonadherent patients.

#### Reason Categories

Categories for nonadherence were initially drafted by the authors based on clinical experience. Potential categories were then discussed and updated based on feedback from a focus group of 10 specialty pharmacists and pharmacy leadership. A community engagement studio was also held with several patients who had been treated with specialty medications. The studio was moderated and recorded by researchers with the goal of soliciting feedback from patients regarding their experiences with specialty pharmacies and exploring their ideas on potential reasons for nonadherence.

After compiling results from the focus group and community engagement studio, reasons for nonadherence were first categorized as “misidentified” or “true” and then further delineated within each category. Misidentified reasons for nonadherence categories and subcategories were defined as clinical (lab abnormalities, surgery/procedure, temporary contraindication,
intolerance/adverse effect, other) or external fill (filled at another pharmacy, patient given samples, other). Categories and subcategories for true nonadherence reasons included financial (insurance change, affordability-loss of grant, affordability-high copay, other); clinical (intolerance/adverse effect, other); health literacy (medication safety/efficacy belief, alternative administration); memory (forgetfulness); unreachable (unreachable, declined contact); and patient unresponsive (unresponsive to getting labs, no show to appointments, unresponsive to financial office, failed to pick-up).

### Reasons for Nonadherence

A clinical pharmacist and pharmacy intern conducted a chart review on a random 10% sample of nonadherent patients, searching multiple pharmacy and medical systems (i.e., pharmacy dispensing system, specialty pharmacy patient management system, and health system electronic medical record) for reasons for nonadherence. If a discrepancy in the reason for nonadherence arose, it was discussed among 3 researchers. All reasons for nonadherence found on chart review fit within the prespecified categories defined by the focus and community groups. If more than 1 potential reason for nonadherence was found for a specific patient, all identified reasons were counted.

### Results

We included 7,488 prescriptions from 18 outpatient specialty clinics, representing 6,166 patients. The average PDC among the sample was 91.8%. Of these patients, 1,059 (14.1%) met criteria for nonadherence (PDC < 80%). Among nonadherent patients, the average (standard deviation [SD]) age was 45 (20) years, and most were female (71.6%) and Caucasian/white (88.6%). The average PDC among nonadherent patients was 63.8% and ranged from 28.2% to 79.8%. Specialty clinics with the highest average PDC included HIV (97.9%), hepatitis C (97.2%), and pulmonary arterial hypertension (96.7%).

The randomly selected 10% sample of nonadherent records represented 105 unique patients from 14 specialty clinics. The top 5 clinics represented in the sample size were rheumatology (29.7%), oncology (17.8%), multiple sclerosis (10.8%), pediatric endocrinology (8.9%), and gastroenterology and inflammatory bowel disease (7.2%).

Table 1 outlines misidentified and true reasons for nonadherence identified from the chart review. Among the sample of nonadherent patients, 58% (n = 61) were identified as truly nonadherent; 40% (n = 42) were identified as misidentified as nonadherent; and 2% (n = 2) were unknown. Multiple reasons for nonadherence were found in 21 patients.

The most common reason for true nonadherence was an inability of pharmacy staff to reach patients for refill calls (n = 36, 59%), despite following the pharmacy’s standard protocol for refill outreach (at least 3 phone calls followed by a letter to the patient). Other reasons for true nonadherence were due to patient unresponsiveness (n = 10, 16.4%), low health literacy (n = 10, 16.4%), and financial barriers (n = 10, 16.4%). Of the 42 patients who were misidentified as nonadherent, 29 (69%) were in response to clinical reasons or physician-driven decisions, and 13 (30.9%) were dispensed by external pharmacies. Figure 1 depicts the reasons for misidentified and true nonadherence.

### Discussion

**Adherence in a Specialty Population**

Adherence and appropriate use of specialty medications is an area of growing study and focus, since these agents continue...
to drive pharmacy costs. Specialty medications are more complicated than nonspecialty chronic treatments in their administration techniques, access barriers, and frequency of adverse effects and dosing adjustments. Better understanding of how these specialty-specific differences affect adherence is the first step to monitoring and improving use.

Across 18 specialty clinics, we found high overall rates of adherence, with 85.9% of patients achieving PDC ≥ 80%. These findings affirm previous reports of high medication adherence in patients with specific specialty diseases enrolled in health system specialty pharmacies.17-19 Improved adherence in this model of care can be explained by improved access to specialty medications and high level of patient and provider engagement delivered through the integrated pharmacy services model. However, nonadherence persists in a high touch, integrated specialty pharmacy, with 14.1% of patients in our study not achieving the study definition of adherence.

Adherence rates varied among specialty clinic type. One potential explanation for these differences could be that the importance of a strict administration schedule correlating with prescribed days supply and prescription quantity is more important for some diseases than others. For instance, evidence suggests that a higher adherence threshold of 86% for adalimumab in treatment for inflammatory bowel disease is
optimal for management of the disease.\textsuperscript{20} Therefore, measuring and targeting adherence might be effective by tailoring adherence thresholds to specific disease states and specialty medications. For example, a patient may be directed to hold an adalimumab dose when ill, or a patient may decide to skip a dose of a growth hormone due to discomfort with injections; each of these result in a gap in therapy.\textsuperscript{21} Using this information, a more personalized approach to calculating adherence could create a more accurate assessment of adherence behavior.

**Reasons for Nonadherence**

Understanding gaps in pharmacy claims provided additional insight into why patients appear nonadherent. For this study, we characterized misidentification of nonadherence as health care team-directed discontinuation or disruption in therapy. Outside pharmacy fills and clinical reasons for holding treatment were the main reasons for misidentification of nonadherence. Detailed evaluation of reasons for nonadherence revealed more than a third of patients who appeared nonadherent based on pharmacy claims calculations had clinically appropriate reasons for not following a prescribed administration schedule. This scenario was common in oncology patients, where doses may be held for a variety of reasons, including elevated lab markers, adverse reactions, and major decline in health status (Figure 1). Therefore, it is evident that calculating PDC based on pharmacy claims alone without accounting for misidentification of nonadherence may underestimate true adherence behavior.

We found that 12% of patients reviewed among patients with PDC less than 80% were due to the health system pharmacy no longer filling the prescription (i.e., outside claims). Patients are often required to transfer pharmacies due to payer or manufacturer restrictions, which unfortunately limits the ability of specialty pharmacies to adequately track adherence behavior and intervene when appropriate, since fill information for the external pharmacy is unavailable. Such restrictions introduce risk for gaps in therapy during pharmacy transitions and contribute to a false perception of nonadherence in specialty pharmacy reporting.

The relatively high rate of misidentified nonadherence and appropriate reasons for a large gap in fill data highlight the shortcomings of relying on pharmacy claims as a measure of adherence. Within this study’s population, true adherence rates were underestimated due to a large portion of misidentified nonadherence. Although objective measures such as PDC are considered superior in accuracy to patient reports of adherence,\textsuperscript{13} appropriate reasons for nonadherence should be considered when creating benchmarks and contracting mandates that use pharmacy claims calculations as sole adherence metrics.

True nonadherence within our population was often due to pharmacy staff’s unsuccessful phone attempts to reach a patient, with 34% unreachable. Specialty pharmacies often rely on reaching patients by telephone for refills. However, specialty pharmacies need to focus on innovative, patient-centered communication modalities to better reach patients. Proposed methods such as text reminders have been associated with an increased adherence rate by as much as 16\%\textsuperscript{14,22,23} The use of a patient portal for refills,\textsuperscript{24} an electronic pillbox,\textsuperscript{25} and smartphone medication reminder applications\textsuperscript{26} have shown the ability to increase medication adherence. Creative patient contact methods, however, must be aligned with HIPAA privacy concerns.

Additional reasons for true nonadherence included patients being unresponsive to follow-up appointments or needed information such as labs or financial paperwork and having adverse effects. While closely following patients with scheduled phone calls and clinic visits, pharmacists can help address and manage adverse effects, if they are reported, to optimize treatment and improve disease control.

**Challenges of Measuring Adherence Using Pharmacy Claims**

The Pharmacy Quality Alliance recommends PDC as the preferred method to measure adherence.\textsuperscript{10} While PDC avoids an overestimation in adherence that occurs in other claims-based calculations, it does not adjust for appropriate gaps in therapy.\textsuperscript{13} PDC adherence calculations rely solely on pharmacy claims data, which do not account for health care team-directed discontinuation, disruption of treatment, or medication samples provided to the patient. Additionally, when PDC is calculated at the pharmacy level, fill data following a prescription transfer to an external pharmacy are unavailable to be included in the calculation. An inaccurate estimation of medication adherence can lead to several issues that are potentially costly to specialty pharmacies and unsafe to patients, including unnecessary labs, therapy adjustments, direct and indirect remuneration fees, and regulation charges. Our results indicate that a buffer to account for misidentified reasons for gaps in therapy when reporting PDC outcomes may be reasonable.

A high rate of true nonadherence was due to an inability to reach patients, low health literacy, and patients being unresponsive to follow-up appointments and requested information. This highlights the importance of thorough patient counseling at the time of treatment initiation. Multiple contact methods should be obtained, and patients should have a clear understanding of what will be needed to continue to access treatment. Further research on the best methods to perform such counseling and address specialty disease-specific reasons for nonadherence may provide additional insight on a more personalized approach to addressing nonadherence.

**Limitations**

This study has important limitations to consider. Our sample size for detailed review of reasons for nonadherence consisted of 105 patients, which is a small representation across the
specialty clinics; therefore, additional reasons for nonadherence may not have been captured. Multiple platforms were used to identify reasons for nonadherence; however, all were reliant on prospective documentation of the reason for nonadherence, limiting the comprehensive collection of nonadherence reasons. In addition, this study was a single center, retrospective review of data limited to 1 year, from March 2017 through February 2018. We recognize that our demographic characteristics were limited to mostly white/Caucasian (88.6%) and female (67.6%) patients, likely driven by a high inclusion of patients with inflammatory conditions that meet this profile.

**Conclusions**

For patients identified as nonadherent based on pharmacy claims calculations, many are misidentified as nonadherent because of medically appropriate reasons. These findings highlight the need for improved adherence measures to more accurately identify incidence of medication nonadherence. In addition, efforts to improve adherence should focus on innovative methods to engage patients and provide effective counseling on the importance of ongoing communication with the pharmacy throughout treatment.
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